
Elements: History

• Ancient philosophy:

➢ Empedocles’ (5th century BC) earth, water, air, fire.

➢ The term “elements” (stoicheia) was first used by 
the Greek philosopher Plato (4th century BC). 

➢ Aristotle (350 BC) - a fifth element called “aether”.

The Big Idea: “everything” is made of a limited number 
of “elements” in a great variety of combinations.

• Robert Boyle, 1661: 
corpuscularism theory -

analysis of matter as constituted by 

indecomposable chemical elements.

• Antoine Lavoisier, 1789: the first modern list   
of chemical elements (contained 33 elements 
including light and caloric, “element” of heat).



Atomic Weight

• 1803-1805:  Dalton published his first table of relative 
atomic weights containing six elements:

hydrogen (conventionally assumed to weigh 1), oxygen, 
nitrogen, carbon, sulfur, and phosphorus. 

John Dalton (1766–1844):

• Atoms of a given element are identical
in size, mass, and other properties; 
atoms of different elements differ in 
size, mass, and other properties.

• Atoms of different elements combine 
in simple whole-number ratios to form 
chemical compounds (ex: two hydrogen 

atoms per one oxygen atom makes water).

• Chemical analysis of simple compounds like water, ammonia, 
carbon dioxide, etc. allows to determine relative atomic weights
of the constituent elements.



• First attempts to organize elements:

➢ 1829, Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner, Law of Triades (“3-in-a-row”)

➢ 1862, Alexandre-Emile de Chancourtois, the first notion of 

periodicity by increasing atomic weight, “screw” periodic table

➢ 1864, Julius Lothar Meyer, table based on valency

➢ 1863-1866, John Newlands, Law of Octaves (“8-in-a-row”)

➢ 1867, Gustavus Hinrichs, “spiral” periodic system based on 

atomic spectra and weight

➢ 1870, Meyer expanded his periodic table 

• Dmitri Mendeleev, 1869: periodic table of 66 elements.

• Horace Deming, 1923: the popular periodic table layout, also 

known as the common or standard form.

Systematization of Elements
By 1818, atomic weights were determined for 45 out of 49 
known elements by careful studies of chemical reactions. 



• 1869, Dmitri Mendeléev: the first 
accepted version of the periodic table. 

• Elements were grouped according    
to their atomic weight. 

Mendeleev’s Table

• Gaps were left
in the table when it seemed that the 
corresponding element had not yet been 
discovered (predicted elements).

• The order suggested by the atomic 
weights was occasionally ignored to 
better classify elements into chemical 
families (having similar physical/chemical 
characteristics and properties).

• With the development of theories of 
atomic structure, it became apparent that 
Mendeleev had unintentionally listed the 
elements in order of increasing atomic 
number or nuclear charge.



Elements Discovery Timeline
from Antiquity to 2012


